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Lund Stool, 11th century, Birch Wood

Taburet fra Hedeby

The three-legged stool appears to have been the most
common type of seating, found in both domestic contexts
and in workshops. Most seem to have "D"-shaped seats,
with one leg at either of the two corners and the third at
the midpoint of the curved side. See Stephen Francis
Wyley's article, The 'Lund' Viking Stool: A Method of
Replication for discussion on the measurements and
reconstruction of one of these three-legged stools

A Three-Legged Stool from York

Stol fra Fishamble Street
There are another two extant stools dating from the 10th
century found at the Fishamble Street, Dublin, Ireland.
They are now stored at the National Museum of Ireland,
Dublin, ref no. E172 : 11974. One of the stools is
illustrated in Viking to Crusader and shows the remains of
a six legged stool. I believe three legs were situated at
either end of the rectangular seat.
The remains of the Dublin six legged stool. The last
remaining leg position can be seen on the left while the
three holes for the other legs can be seen on the right.

Oseberg, Norge

Amulet of silver in the form of a chair. It may represent
the seat that the seeress sat on during seances. The
amulet was found in the seeress's grave from Fyrkat,

Uppland. Björkö, Hemlanden. Dräkt och personlig
utrustning. Hänge. kubbstolshänge. kubbstolsformigt
hänge av silver med punktcirkeldekor

Længere væk

near Hobro.

The Oseberg Box Chair. Conservation has Removed all
Traces of the Painted Design.
An unusual find from the Oseberg burial was a box-chair.
Chairs of this type are well known from medieval
examples, but thus far this is the only Viking Age chair of
this type known. The chair consists of a beech-wood boxshaped base made up of four rectangular boards, which
are jointed into corner posts. The back posts, which slant
backwards slightly, continue above the seat and frame the
chair-back, which is also a wooden plank. The boards that
form the base of the chair has the center rectangle carved
away producing a surface much like a picture within a
frame. The "frame" edges of these boards are carved with
three parallel grooves, or perhaps a moulding iron was
used to cut the grooves. The central areas were originally
covered in polychrome painted designs (see Finishing,
below for details). There are holes drilled around the top
edges of the boards, indicating that the seat was originally
woven of cord or bast plaitwork, which did not survive.
See the article from Sacred Spaces by Marc Rubinstein
(Lord Ælfric of Sarisberie), "A Viking Box Chair" for one
reconstruction with diagrams.

Chair Back from Lund
Another surviving chair consists of the back only, found in
Lund, Sweden, and dated between 1000-1050 A.D. The
cross-pieces are beech, while the remainder is maple
wood. The parts are joined together by mortise and
tenons and in the upper cross-pieces the tenons are
secured with trenails. Also pictured is a reconstruction,
showing a straw seat, though this is conjectural only.
Although this design may seem rustic to modern eyes,
again, this is a chair and therefore likely belonged to a
high-ranking or wealthy owner

Child's Chair from Lund, Sweden

Egtvedpigens stol (Bronzealder)

Bænk fra Oseberg

A drawing of the Sala Hytta table showing top and side
views.
Notice the slight indentation of the table top.

Kisten fra Oseberg
Wood: Oak. Dimensions: 108cm (top) 113cm (bottom)*
32cm (base) 29cm (top)*38cm. A trapezoid six plank
chest, the ends forming the legs, decorated with iron
bands (6 – 6.5cm wide), each with three rows of tinned
nails. Long slide bolt lock (one end is hooked and there is a
central hook for the middle hasp), closed by three hasps
with animal head terminals. The curved lid is carved out
internally and is attached to the chest by nine simple
clamp hinges. This chest contained tools. Contents: two
lamps, a comb and a pair of scissors.

Enden af kiste
Udstillet på Lindholm Høje museum

Kiste fra Lejre, som den ses i udgravningen

Kisten fra Mästermür
Wood: Oak. Dimensions 88cm (top) 92cm (base)* 24cm
(top) 25.6 (base)*24.6cm. A trapezoid six planked chest,
the ends forming the legs. The lock consisted of a slide
bolt (one end is hooked) locked by two hasps. The curved
lid is carved out internally and attached to the chest by
two hook and eye hinges. The chest contained a range of
tools (metal and wood working), rivets, nails, and metal
goods (eg. bells, locks, cauldrons).

Kisten fra Hedeby
Wood: Oak. Dimensions: 52cm*23cm*27cm. Trapezoidal
six planked chest with curved lid (which was dug out). The
lid was held on by two hinges and locked by two hasps
(one smaller than the other). The lock plate is missing but I
would suggest from the remains and the hole in the front
that the lock consisted of a simple double ended slide
bolt. The chest is an unique Viking chest because of the
simple line carving on the front, back and ends, as well as
the curved bottom of the front and back pieces. Contents:
a stone.

Birka Casket (Sweden)
Birka, Sweden, Grave no. 639.
Only the metal fittings are extant. Possibly a casket
because of the presents of a handle for the top. Wood:
Unknown. Dimensions: Unknown. Six planked rectangular
prism (no legs). The flat lid was attached by five simple
clamps. On top of the lid was a decorated handle (both
ends ended in small animal heads), attached to the lid by
a split pin at either end. The lock is a double slide bolt
(one end is hooked), locked by two hasps with animal
terminals. The lock plate and part of the key are also
extant. Other metal remain indicate iron reinforcing on
lid, front, back and sides.

Birka, Sweden, Grave no. 845
Only metal fitting extant. Possibly a casket because of the
presents of a handle for the top.
Wood: Unknown. Length: Unknown.
Design details unknown.
Curved (?) lid closed be two hasps which end in animal
terminals. The lock is a double slide bolt (one end is
hooked), locked by two hasps with animal terminals. The
lock plate and key are also extant. Other metal remain
indicate some iron reinforcing.

Chests 10th century Kaagården, Langeland, Denmark.
Small chest (15cm wide x 38cm long x 8,5cm high

25 Hedeby Chamber grave 5 - chest, wood / iron / bronze
Haithabu & Wikinger Museum WMH grave chamber 5
(Südgräberfeld-East) Chamber grave 5 was on the finds a
rich woman's grave with many interesting found objects,
which are now exhibited in the Viking Museum. The chest
was below 54 cm long, 45 cm above. The width was below
30 cm and 23 cm above. The lid was curved and the chest
is in group C (Arwidsson / Thornberg).

8th century CE. Oseberg, Norway

Seng fra Gokstad-skibet – Lavet af Egetræ

